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We characterize a class OPq of nondecreasing slowly varying functions with thel
property that if the difference L y L of two functions from this class is1 2
nondecreasing, then it is slowly varying. The class OPq is the restriction tol
nondecreasing functions of the class OP , well known in the theory of regularlyg
varying functions, where the auxiliary function g is taken to be a slowly varying
nondecreasing function l with remainder term 1rlog t. Q 2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
A positive measurable function L, defined on some neighborhood of
Ž .infinity, is said to be slowly ¤arying SV if, for every s ) 0,
L stŽ .
“ 1 t “ q‘ .Ž .
L tŽ .
w x Ž w xThese functions were introduced by Karamata 4 see also 2, 5 for more
.information . The class OP , which appears in the ‘‘second order’’ theoryg
of regular variation, has an important role in the study of the rate of
Ž w x.convergence of the limit above see 2, 3 . We write OP for OP withg
auxiliary function g ’ 1.
In this paper it will be shown that a subclass of OP, denoted by OPq,
has a nice property related to addition and subtraction of functions. The
class OPq consists of the nondecreasing functions from OP and is
characterized by the following property of good decomposition. Given a
nondecreasing slowly varying function L, we consider all possible ways in
which it can be written as a sum L s F q G of two nondecreasing
functions. If, necessarily, both F and G are slowly varying, we say that L
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has the property of good decomposition in the class of nondecreasing
functions. In Theorem 1 we prove that a function L has the property of
good decomposition if and only if it belongs to the class OPq.
This gives an answer to the following question of E. Omey: If X is a
random variable with law F and with a slowly varying truncated variance
t 0 t2 2 2V t s y dF y s y dF y q y dF y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
yt yt 0
does it follow that both summands on the right-hand side are slowly
varying, too? In other words, if a slowly varying function is a sum of two
nondecreasing continuous functions, does it necessarily follow that the
summands are slowly varying, too? The answer is positive if and only if
V g OPq.
The property of good decomposition is also closely related to the
problem of subtraction of slowly varying functions. It is well known that
the sum, product, and quotient of two slowly varying functions are slowly
varying, but the difference of two slowly varying functions need not be
slowly varying, as the following simple example shows: L y F f SV, where
Ž . Ž .L t s log t q sin t and F t s log t. Even if all three functions, L, F, and
G s L y F are supposed to be nondecreasing, it is still possible to find
examples of L and F in SV such that the difference G is not slowly
varying. Indeed, if F is any nondecreasing slowly varying function and
Ž .G s o F is nondecreasing and not slowly varying, then L s F q G ;
ŽF g SV. See also Example 1 in Section 1, where all functions are more-
.over concave.
Functions from the class OPq cannot grow faster than log t. In order to
study the general question of the good decomposition property for func-
tions with faster growth to infinity, we impose some more restrictive
Ž .monotonicity conditions on the summands Section 2 : we consider func-
tions that grow faster than a given increasing slowly varying function l and
characterize the class OPq of functions with the property of good decom-l
position in this case. The class OPq is a special case of the class OP .l g
Throughout the paper, all functions are supposed to be positive nonde-
creasing. Moreover, if the function L s F q G tends to a finite limit as
t “ q‘, then trivially F and G also tend to a finite limit, and hence are
slowly varying. So we shall assume that all functions tend to infinity.
1. THE CLASS OPq
In this section we characterize the class of nondecreasing slowly varying
functions with the good decomposition property. It will be shown that they
belong to the class from the following definition.
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DEFINITION 1. A positive nondecreasing function F belongs to the
class OPq if
lim sup F st y F t s M sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
t“q‘
is finite for every s ) 1.
q ŽThus OP is the subclass of OP with auxiliary function g ’ 1, seeg
w x. Ž2 consisting of nondecreasing functions the superscript q indicates that
.the functions are nondecreasing .
Remark 1. Since F is monotone, it is in fact sufficient to assume that
the lim sup above is finite for some s ) 1. Then, by an argument similar to
w x5, p. 37 , it is finite for every s ) 1.
Functions from the class OPq are slowly varying because for s ) 1 we
have
F st F st y F t M sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
0 F y 1 s F “ 0, t “ q‘,
F t F t F tŽ . Ž . Ž .
since F tends to infinity. Thus F is slowly varying.
q Ž . Ž .Obviously, F g OP if and only if F t s log R t , where R is an
Ž . Ž .O-regularly varying function, i.e., such that lim sup R st rR t - q‘, as
Ž w x.t “ q‘, for every s ) 0 see 2, 5 . Thus, by the Representation Theorem
for O-regularly varying functions, we obtain the following representation
for the functions from OPq: F g OPq if and only if F is nondecreasing
and
D sŽ .t
F t s C t q ds, 1Ž . Ž . Ž .H sT
< Ž . < < Ž . <where C t F c and D t F c for t ) T , and c , c and T are positive1 2 1 2
w xconstants. This representation is a special case of 2, Theorem 3.6.1 ; see
Ž .also 10 below.
THEOREM 1. Let L be a nondecreasing slowly ¤arying function such that
Ž .L t “ q‘, as t “ q‘. Then L has the good decomposition property in the
class of nondecreasing functions if and only if it belongs to the class OPq.
Proof. Let L s F q G belong to OPq. Fix an arbitrary s ) 1. Then,
since F and G are nondecreasing, it follows that
0 F lim sup F st y F t F lim sup L st y L t F M s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
t“q‘ t“q‘
q Ž .Thus F belongs to OP and is slowly varying and similarly for G .
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For the converse, suppose L f OPq. Then we shall find F and G
nondecreasing such that L s F q G with F and G not slowly varying.
Since L f OPq there exist an s ) 1 and a sequence t , such thatn
t “ q‘, n “ q‘, and such that the following holdsn
lim L st y L t s q‘.Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
n“‘
We can find a subsequence of t , denoted again by t , such thatn n
st - t 2Ž .n nq1
and
L st y L t ) L t . 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ny1
Now define the function F in the following way. Let
w xL t , t g t , tŽ . 0 1F t sŽ . ½ w xL t , t g t , tŽ .1 1 2
w xand assuming that F is defined on t , t , put0 2 n
w xF t q L t y L t , t g t , tŽ . Ž . Ž .2 n 2 n 2 n 2 nq1F t sŽ . ½ w xF t , t g t , t .Ž .2 nq1 2 nq1 2 nq2
Thus the graph of the function F consists of parts parallel to those of the
w xfunction L on the intervals t , t and is constant on the intervals2 n 2 nq1
w x Žt , t . The function G s L y F has a similar form only G is2 nq1 2 nq2
.constant on the intervals where F has maximal growth . Both F and G are
nondecreasing.
From the definition of F it follows that
F t s F t - L t . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n 2 ny1 2 ny1
Now we prove that F is not slowly varying. Indeed, by the definition of F
Ž .and 2 we have
F st y F t s L st y L tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n 2 n 2 n 2 n
Ž .and then by 4
F st y F t L st y L tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n 2 n 2 n 2 n
) .
F t L tŽ . Ž .2 n 2 ny1
Ž .Thus by 3 the expression above does not tend to zero, which means that
F is not slowly varying. In a similar way we see that G is not slowly varying
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either. This gives a decomposition of L into a sum of two nondecreasing
functions which are not slowly varying.
Remark 2. Note that F and G are asymptotically incomparable, that is,
F t F tŽ . Ž .
lim inf - lim sup . 5Ž .
G t G tt“‘ Ž . Ž .t“‘
Ž .The necessity of 5 in the case of a decomposition when both F,
G f SV, follows from Lemma 1 below, or it can be also checked directly.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Indeed, it follows from 3 that lim L t rL t s 0 since L g SV ,n“‘ ny1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .and then, by 4 , it follows that lim F t rL t s 0. In a similarn“‘ 2 n 2 n
way, for the function G and the subsequence t we have2 nq1
Ž . Ž .lim G t rL t s 0.n“‘ 2 nq1 2 nq1
LEMMA 1. Let F and G be nondecreasing and L s F q G g SV. If there
Ž . Ž .exists an s ) 1, and a sequence t “ ‘ such that lim F st rF t s an n“‘ n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .) 1, then lim F t rL t s 0, or, equi¤alently, lim F t rG tn“‘ n n n“‘ n n
s 0. In particular, if both F, G f SV, then F and G are asymptotically
incomparable.
Proof. Since F and G are nondecreasing and L g SV we have
F st F t L st y L tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
0 F y 1 F “ 0.ž /F t L t L tŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n
By assumption, the first factor on the left-hand side tends to a y 1 ) 0,
and then the second one must tend to 0. If also G f SV, then there is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .sequence u such that lim G u rL u s 0, so that 5 is valid.n n“‘ n n
For functions that are not in OPq, one could look for additional
conditions which would ensure the good decomposition property. The
additional assumption that L s F q G, F and G are concave will not
yield the good decomposition property. This will be shown in the following
Ž .example. Let us note that it follows easily from the representation 1 that
q Ž .a function L g OP has the rate of growth O log t . In Example 1 it will
be shown that this condition on the rate of growth is not sufficient to
ensure the good decomposition property. This example shows that the
difference F of two slowly varying functions L and G need not be slowly
varying, even though all three functions are concave increasing and have
Ž .the rate of growth O log t .
EXAMPLE 1. There are two monotone increasing concave functions F
Ž . Ž .and G such that L s F q G is slowly varying, L t s O log t , and F is
not slowly varying.
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Ž . Ž n.Put G t s log t and let t s exp 2 . Define the function F by assum-n
Ž . Ž .1r2ing that F t s log t and that F is piecewise affine inscribed in then n
Ž .1r2 Ž . Ž .1r2function log t . Obviously, F is concave and F t F log t . Put
Ž .s s t q t r2. Thenn n nq1
1r2 1r2 n r2 Žnq1.r22 F s s log t q log t s 2 q 2Ž . Ž . Ž .n n nq1
and we have
F 2 s F t 2Žnq1.r2 21r2Ž . Ž .n nq1G s 2 s 2 ) 1.n r2 Žnq1.r2 1r2F s F s 2 q 2 1 q 2Ž . Ž .n n
Ž . Ž Ž ..Thus, F is not slowly varying, but since F t s o G t , we have that
L g SV. Note that by the theorem L does not belong to the class OPq
which follows directly from
L 2 s y L s ) F 2 s y F s ) F t y F sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n nq1 n
n r2y1 's 2 2 y 1 “ ‘.Ž .
In the following proposition we prove more than is shown in Example 1,
namely that a concave increasing slowly varying function not belonging to
OPq is a sum of two concave increasing functions neither of which is
slowly varying. This shows a new property of the class OPq. Even if we
restrict ourselves to concave functions only, a necessary and sufficient
condition that a concave increasing slowly varying function has a good
decomposition property in the class of concave increasing functions is that
it belongs to OPq.
PROPOSITION 1. Let L be a conca¤e increasing slowly ¤arying function
Ž .such that L t “ q‘, as t “ q‘. Then L has the good decomposition
property in the class of conca¤e increasing functions if and only if it belongs to
the class OPq.
Proof. The sufficiency part is the same as in Theorem 1. Conversely,
suppose that L does not belong to OPq. Then we shall find F and G
concave increasing such that L s F q G with F and G not slowly varying.
Note that since L is concave, it has nonincreasing left and right derivatives
X Ž . X Ž .L t G L t . Then it follows for s ) 1y q
s y 1 tLX st F L st y L t F s y 1 tLX t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y y
Ž Ž . Ž ..Thus the condition from Definition 1 that lim sup L st y L t ist “q‘
X Ž .finite is equivalent to the condition lim sup tL t is finite. Thereforet “q‘ y
if L is not in OPq, there exists a sequence t , t “ ‘, n “ ‘, such thatn n
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X Ž .lim t L t s q‘. Then in a manner similar to the one from Theo-n“‘ n y n
Ž .rem 1, we chose a subsequence denoted again by t such thatn
t LX tŽ .n y n
) 1. 6Ž .
L tŽ .ny1
Then from this sequence t we chose another subsequence such thatn
LX tŽ .y ny1 “ ‘. 7Ž .XL tŽ .y n
X Ž . Ž . Ž .Define F9 and G9 such that L t s F9 t q G9 t in the following way,y
iq1 X‘ w xÝ y1 L t , t g t , tŽ . Ž .is2 nq1 y i 2 n 2 nq1F9 t sŽ . iX X‘½ w xL t y Ý y1 L t , t g t , t .Ž . Ž . Ž .y is2 nq2 y i 2 nq1 2 nq2
Ž . X Ž . Ž . Ž .The function G9 t s L t y F9 t is similar to F9 t , except that it isy
w xconstant on the intervals t , t . This decomposition differs from2 nq1 2 nq2
the one in Theorem 1, because it is applied to nonincreasing functions and
Ž .we have here the tail of an infinite series which is obviously convergent ,
while in Theorem 1 we have the partial sums of a similar series.
Ž . X Ž .From the definition of F9 it follows that F9 t - L t andy
F9 t G LX t y LX t . 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 nq1 y 2 nq1 y 2 nq2
w xSince F9 is constant on the interval t , t we have2 n 2 nq1
F t s F t q F9 t t y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 nq1 2 n 2 nq1 2 nq1 2 n
F L t q LX t t - 2 t LX t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 n y 2 nq1 2 nq1 2 nq1 y 2 nq1
Ž . Ž .where the last inequality follows from condition 6 . From this and 8 we
have
t FX t t LX t y t LX t 1Ž . Ž . Ž .2 nq1 2 nq1 2 nq1 y 2 nq1 2 nq1 y 2 nq2
) )XF t 2 t L t 2Ž . Ž .2 nq1 2 nq1 y 2 nq1
Ž .by using 7 . This proves that F is not slowly varying, since it is well known
that a function with a monotone derivative is slowly varying if and only if it
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.is normalized, i.e., if lim tF9 t rF t s 0 see 2 . In a similar way, byt “‘
considering the sequence t , it can be proved that G is not slowly varying2 n
either.
EXAMPLE 2. There are two monotone increasing concave functions F
and G such that L s F q G is slowly varying and neither F nor G is
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slowly varying; thus according to Lemma 1, F and G are asymptotically
incomparable.
The existence of this example follows immediately from Proposition 1.
Ž . 2 qIndeed, it is enough to put L t s log t which is not in OP and take
2 n Ž . Ž .t s exp 2 . Conditions 6 and 7 are easy to verify in this particularn
case.
2. THE CLASSES OPql
In the preceding section we have solved the problem of good decomposi-
tion in the class of nondecreasing functions. As already mentioned above,
q Ž .a function L g OP has the rate of growth O log t . Now we wish to
consider differences of functions of growth faster than log t, and we shall
impose some additional conditions on the summands; they will be assumed
to grow faster than a given nondecreasing slowly varying function l, and
the notion of good decomposition will be changed to fit this new case.
DEFINITION 2. Let l be a nondecreasing slowly varying function. A
Ž . Ž .function F is said to belong to the class M if the function F t rl t isl
nondecreasing. A slowly varying function L has the property of good
decomposition in the class M if for every two functions F, G g M suchl l
that L s F q G it follows that F and G are slowly varying.
Remark 3. In the class M we may consider only functions F such thatl
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F t rl t “ q‘, since otherwise from F t rl t “ c it follows trivially
that F is slowly varying. Then the good decomposition property follows
easily.
Let us assume that the function l satisfies the further condition
l st 1Ž .
s 1 q O . 9Ž .ž /l t log tŽ .
Such functions are called slowly varying functions with remainder term
w x Ž .1rlog t in 1 . Note that condition 9 is equivalent to log l g OP whereg
Ž .g t s 1rlog t.
DEFINITION 3. Let l be a nondecreasing slowly varying function satisfy-
Ž . qing 9 . A nondecreasing function F is said to belong to the class OP ifl
F st y F tŽ . Ž .
lim sup s M sŽ .
l tŽ .t“q‘
is finite for every s ) 1.
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q w xThe class OP is a special case of the class OP 2 , where the auxiliaryl g
function g is a nondecreasing slowly varying function l with remainder
Ž .term and the function F is nondecreasing .
Thus a function F belongs to OPq if and only if it is nondecreasing andl
w xhas the following representation 2, Theorem 3.6.1
D s l sŽ . Ž .t
F t s c q C t l t q ds, 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H sT
< Ž . < < Ž . <where C t F c and D t F c for t ) T , and c, c , c , and T are1 2 1 2
positive constants.
q Ž .We shall show that functions from the class OP , with l satisfying 9 ,l
have the property of good decomposition in the class M .l
Ž .LEMMA 2. Let l be a nondecreasing slowly ¤arying function satisfying 9 .
q Ž . Ž . Ž .A function F g M belongs to the class OP if and only if F t s F t rl tl l 1
belongs to the class OPq.
Proof. In one direction, since l is nondecreasing, even without the
Ž .assumption 9 , it follows trivially for s ) 1 that
F st F t F st y F tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
0 F y F ,
l st l t l tŽ . Ž . Ž .
so that F g OPq implies Frl g OPq.l
On the other hand, let F s Frl g OPq. We have1
F st y F t F st F t F st l stŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
0 F s y q y 1 . 11Ž .ž / ž /l t l st l t l st l tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .The first summand on the right-hand side of 11 is O 1 by assumption.
q Ž . Ž . Ž .Since for a function F g OP we have F t s O log t and since 91 1
Ž . qholds, the second summand is O 1 as t “ q‘ and therefore F g OP .l
Remark 4. A trivial consequence of Lemma 2 is that every function F
q Ž Ž .. Ž .of the class OP with l satisfying 9 is slowly varying, because F t sl
Ž . Ž . qF t l t and F g OP is slowly varying. This can also be seen from the1 1
Ž .representation 10 .
Remark 5. Examples for l are the functions loga t, a ) 0, which
Ž .obviously satisfy condition 9 . For l nondecreasing and slowly varying, but
Ž . q qnot satisfying 9 , we have that Frl g OP need not imply F g OP . Tol
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log t log t' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .see that, put l t s e and F t s log t e . Then F t rl t s log t
g OPq, but
F st y F tŽ . Ž .
log t s y log t' 's log ts e y log tŽ .
l tŽ .
log s
; log ts 1 q y log tŽ . ž /'2 log t
1'; log t log s “ q‘, t “ q‘,
2
which means that F f OPq.l
THEOREM 2. Let l be a nondecreasing slowly ¤arying function satisfying
Ž .9 . Suppose L g SV l M . Then L has the good decomposition property inl
the class M if and only if L g OPq.l l
Proof. Note that for l ’ 1 this is Theorem 1. Suppose L g OPq,l
F, G g M , and L s F q G. Then since F and G are nondecreasing, wel
have for s ) 1
F st y F t L st y L tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
0 - lim sup F lim sup - M sŽ .
l t l tŽ . Ž .t“q‘ t“q‘
and thus F belongs to OPq and is slowly varying by Remark 4 above.l
Similarly for G.
Conversely, suppose that L does not belong to the class OPq. Then wel
shall find functions F, G g M which are not slowly varying and such thatl
q Ž . Ž . Ž .L s F q G. Since L f OP the function L t s L t rl t does notl 1
belong to OPq by Lemma 2. Then, by Theorem 1, there exist two
nondecreasing fucntions F and G such that L s F q G , and F , G f1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .SV. Now L t s F t l t q G t l t is a decomposition L s F q G where1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .both F t s F t l t and G t s G t l t are not slowly varying.1 1
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